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We calculate a single transverse-spin asymmetry for the Drell-Yan lepton-pair’s angular distribution in
perturbative QCD. At leading order in the strong coupling constant, the asymmetry is expressed in terms of a
twist-3 quark-gluon correlation functionTF
(V)(x1 ,x2). In our calculation, the same result was obtained in both
the light-cone and covariant gauges in QCD, while keeping explicit electromagnetic current conservation for
the virtual photon that decays into the lepton pair. We also present a numerical estimate of the asymmetry and
compare the result to another existing prediction.





























It has been known for some time that cross sections
volving a single transverse hadronic spin show signific
asymmetries relative to the spin direction@1,2#. Because of
parity and time-reversal invariance, single longitudinal-s
asymmetries vanish for most inclusive observables in h
energy collisions; and single transverse-spin asymme
open up a new domain of QCD dynamics: physics at twis
which is sensitive to the correlations between quark a
gluon fields. With the active spin program at Brookhav
National Laboratory’s Relativistic Heavy Ion Collide
~RHIC!, many single transverse-spin asymmetries have b
proposed and could be observed in the near future@3–9#.
In this paper, we reexamine the single transverse-s
asymmetry in the Drell-Yan lepton angular distribution. A
though the asymmetry was studied in Refs.@7–9#, two dif-
ferent analytical expressions were derived. In Ref.@9# a for-
mal argument, based on gauge vector independence,
given in favor of the result of Ref.@8#, however, uncertainty
about the result remained@10#. This motivates us to calculat
the asymmetry in a more transparent way, such that color
electromagnetic gauge invariance are manifest.
For the polarized Drell-Yan processA(p,sT)1B(p8)
→g* (Q)@→ l l̄ #1X we define the lepton-pair’s angular di
tribution in the virtual photon’s rest frame (QW 50). As
shown in Fig. 1, we choose thez axis along the direction o
polarized incoming hadron,x axis along the direction of po










The Q is the invariant mass of the virtual photon, and











The Drell-Yan single transverse-spin asymmetry is d
fined to be the difference of two spin-dependent cross s
tions, ds(sT)/dQ
2dV with opposite directions of polariza
ion, divided by their sum,
AN[
1
2 S ds~sT!dQ2dV2 ds~2sT!dQ2dV D Y 12 S ds~sT!dQ2dV 1 ds~2sT!dQ2dV D
[
dDs~sT!
dQ2dV Y dsdQ2dV , ~2!
where the phase spacedV5d cosudf.
In Ref. @7#, Hammon, Teryaev, and Scha¨fer ~HTS! calcu-
lated the Drell-Yan single transverse-spin asymmetry at
tree level in perturbative QCD with the light-cone gauge, a
obtained
AN




whereg5A4pas is the coupling constant for strong inte
action, and the summation over quark flavor was suppres
The q(x) is the normal unpolarized quark distribution. Th
T(x,x)52TF
(V)(x,x) was called a twist-3 soft gluon pol
function, with theTF
(V)(x1 ,x2) defined as@3#
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The 6 components of any vectork are defined in terms o
two lightlike vectorsn and n̄ as k15k•n and k25k•n̄.
These lightlike vectors are chosen such thatn̄•n51. In our
choice of frame, the momentum of the polarized hadronp is
up to a mass term proportional ton̄.
In Ref. @8#, Boer, Mulders, and Teryaev~BMT! also in-
vestigated the Drell-Yan single transverse-spin asymmetr
similar but different result was derived. This result was
expressed in the notation of Ref.@7# and was found to be@9#
AN
~BMT!5gFsin 2u sinf11cos2 u G 1Q T~x,x!q~x! , ~5!
which differs fromAN
(HTS) in Eq. ~3! by the term proportiona
to xdT(x,x)/dx.
In this paper, we calculate the leading order contributio
to the Drell-Yan single transverse-spin asymmetry in ter
of a generalized QCD factorization theorem@3,11#. In order
to test the gauge invariance of our result, we derive
asymmetry in light-cone gauge as well as in covariant ga
of QCD while keeping the electromagnetic current conser
tion of the virtual photon explicit. The latter also makes t
calculation much more transparent than the one of Ref.@8#,
which uses so-called effectiveT-odd distribution functions.
In our present calculation we find that the results are in
pendent of the gauge choices and we confirm the resu
Refs.@8,9#.
The derivative term in HTS’s result in Eq.~3! has been
found in single transverse-spin asymmetries in other p
cesses, like prompt photon production@3# and pion produc-
tion in hadron-hadron scattering@6#, where the derivative
term arises from collinear expansions of the partonic p
while calculations were performed in covariant gauge. Ho
ever, we argue below that in terms of the generalized fac
ization theorem@11#, there is no derivative term for th
Drell-Yan asymmetry at the tree-level while it can appear
higher order corrections.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the n
section, we derive the single transverse-spin asymmetr
the Drell-Yan lepton angular distribution in perturbativ
QCD with a choice of light-cone gauge. In our calculatio
we monitor the electromagnetic current conservation of
virtual photon by calculating the strong interaction part a
the leptonic part separately. In addition, we show explic
why there is no derivative term. As a cross check, we use
method developed in Ref.@3# to calculate the same Drell-Ya
single transverse-spin asymmetry in a covariant gauge
Sec. III. An identical result is obtained. Finally, we presen






















II. ASYMMETRY CALCULATED IN QCD LIGHT-CONE
GAUGE
In order to calculate the Drell-Yan single transverse-s
asymmetry,AN in Eq. ~2!, we need to calculate both th
unpolarized cross section,ds/dQ2dV, and the polarized
cross section,dDs(sT)/dQ
2dV.
The unpolarized Drell-Yan cross section can be factoriz
according to the QCD factorization theorem@12,13#,




E dxfa/A~x!dx8fb/B~x8! dŝab→ l l̄ ~Q!XdQ2dV ,
~6!
where(a,b run over all possible parton flavors, thef’s are
normal parton distributions, andŝ/dQ2dV are perturba-
tively calculable partonic hard parts. At the lowest order,
partonic hard part is given by theqq̄→g* (Q)→ l l̄ tree-level
diagram, and can be expressed as
dŝqq̄→ l l̄ ~Q!X
dQ2dV
5eq




where ŝ5(xp1x8p8)2'xx8S with total c.m. energyS
52p•p8. The parton level hadronic tensorHmn is given by
Hmn~xp,x8p8!5S 13D @~xp!m~x8p8!n1~xp!n~x8p8!m
2~xp!•~x8p8!gmn# ~8!
with the explicit color factor~1/3!. The corresponding lep
tonic tensor is
Lmn~ l ,Q2 l !54@ l m~Q2 l !n1~Q2 l !ml n2 l •Qgmn#. ~9!
Both hadronic and leptonic tensors show explicit electrom
netic current conservation:QmH
mn50 and QmLmn50,
which will be an issue below when we calculate the twis
contributions to the asymmetry.
By contracting the hadronic and leptonic tensors, we
tain the lowest order unpolarized Drell-Yan cross section
the virtual photon’s rest frame,







3F 14p S 34D @11cos2 u#d~Q22xx8S!G ,
~10!
where(q runs over all quark and antiquark flavors and t






























SINGLE TRANSVERSE-SPIN ASYMMETRY IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 034008The single transverse-spin asymmetry is a twist-3 effe
In contrast to Eq.~6!, the Drell-Yan single transverse-sp
asymmetry has the following generalized factorization f
mula @3#













(3) (x1 ,x2 ;sT) are twist-3 three-parton correlatio
functions with a dimension of mass anddDŝ(sT)/dQ
2dV
are perturbatively calculable partonic parts. The explicit 1Q
factor in Eq.~11! is a signal of a twist-3 effect and takes ca
of the mass dimension of the twist-3 correlation functions
order to extract the lowest order contribution to the Dre
Yan single transverse-spin asymmetry, we need to start
lowest order diagrams with two-fermion and one gluon lin
from the polarized hadron, as shown in Fig. 2@3,11,14#. Be-
cause of the virtual photon of the Drell-Yan process, con
butions from Fig. 2 can be written in general as
I[S 1Q2D
2
Wmn~Q!Lmn~ l ,Q2 l ! ~12!
with the leptonic tensorLmn given in Eq.~9!. After collinear
expansion of the parton’s momenta, and separation of
mion traces@3,11,14#, the leading contributions to the had
ronic tensorWmn from the diagram in Fig. 2 can be ex




2E dx1dx2Tqs~x1 ,x2 ;sT!
3E dx8q̄~x8!Hsmn~x1 ,x2 ,x8;Q!, ~13!
where(q runs over all quark and antiquark flavors. The ha
ronic matrix elementTq
s(x1 ,x2 ;sT) is given by























whereAs is the gluon field. The partonic partHs
mn in Eq.
~13! is given by the four Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3 wi
the quark lines contracted by 1/2g•p, and antiquark lines
contracted by 1/2g•p8 @3,11,14#. As we will demonstrate
below, the inclusion of all four diagrams are very importa
for preserving electromagnetic current conservation. The
grams 3~c! and 3~d! play the same role as the twist-3 contr
bution of diagram Fig. 1 of Ref.@15# in the calculation of
Ref. @8#.
It is important to note that theTq
s(x1 ,x2 ;sT) in Eq. ~14! is
not necessarily a twist-3 matrix element, and the hadro
tensorWmn in Eq. ~13! could have twist-2, twist-3, and eve
higher twist contributions@14#. In the rest of this section, we
show how to extract the twist-3 contributions to the sing
transverse-spin asymmetry from theWmn in Eq. ~13! in light-
cone gauge. We will present a similar derivation in a cov
riant gauge in the next section.
In n•A(y2
2)50 light-cone gauge, the leading contributio
of the gluon fieldAs comes from its transverse componen














in the matrix elementTs(x1 ,x2 ;sT) to convert the gluon
field As(y2
2) into the gluon field strengthF1s(y2
2), the
same as that in the twist-3 matrix elementTF
(V)(x1 ,x2) in Eq.
~4!.
FIG. 3. Lowest order Feynman diagrams contributing to





























DANIËL BOER AND JIANWEI QIU PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 034008Because of different behavior of the fermion propagato
we derive the partonic tensorHs
mn in Eq. ~13! in two steps.
We first calculate the contributions from the two diagrams
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. With the Lorentz indexs in the trans-
verse direction, we obtain
Hs







Clearly, the partonic part from the two diagrams violat
electromagnetic current conservation.
After the collinear expansion, the fermion propagators
the other two diagrams in Fig. 3 are on mass-shell and c
tributions from these two diagrams are divergent. As sho
in Refs.@11,14#, the divergent part of these propagators c
responds to the long-distance contributions that should
included into the twist-2 quark distribution; and these pro
gators also have a finite contact contribution, which is o
twist higher. The concept of special propagator was int
duced in Ref.@14# to identify the high twist piece of eac
propagator. Graphically, the special propagator is represe
by a normal propagator line plus a bar as shown in Figs. 3~c!
and 3~d!. The Feynman rule for a special propagator depe
on the gauge choice because of the nature of high twist c
tributions. In light-cone gauge, for example, the rule for
special quark propagator, merged from incoming quark






F x22x1x22x11 i eG , ~18!
where the ‘‘i e ’’ can be either derived following the exampl
given in the next section, or obtained directly from the p
scriptions given in the Appendix of Ref.@17#. With the spe-
cial quark propagator in Eq.~18!, we derive the twist-3 con-
tributions from the diagrams in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!,
Hs




n S 2 p8x1 D
m
d~Q22x1x8S!G . ~19!
Combining the short-distance twist-3 contributions from
four diagrams in Fig. 3, we obtain
Hs








mn with complete twist-3 contributions
from all four diagrams in Fig. 3 clearly respects the elect
magnetic current conservation.
Having the partonic partHs
mn in Eq. ~20! and the matrix

















corresponding field strength as in Eq.~16!, we derive the






3S d~Q22xx8S! g2 esTsnn̄D
3FgsmS px82 p8x D
n
1gs
n S px82 p8x D
mG . ~21!





such that thei from the imaginary part cancels thei in Eq.
~16! to ensure a real contribution to the single transverse-s
asymmetry@3#. The apparent factorx22x1 in numerator of
Eq. ~20! cancels the 1/(x22x1) in Eq. ~16!, which is the
result of converting the matrix elementTs to the twist-3
correlation functionTF
(V) . It is clear that the leading orde




with the virtual photon’s momentumQm5(xp)m1(x8p8)m.
By contracting the hadronic tensorWmn(Q) with the lep-
tonic tensorLmn in Eq. ~9!, and using Eq.~12!, we derive the








3F2 gQ SQ2~sin 2u sinf!d~Q22xx8S!G , ~24!
where(q runs over all quark and antiquark flavors. Mult
plying the twist-3 contributions in Eq.~24! by the overall
flux, coupling, and phase space factor, (aem
2 /4S)
51/(2S)e4(1/32p2), as well as a color factor~1/3!, we ob-
tain the leading order polarized cross section,








4p S 34D F2 gQ sin 2u sinfG
3d~Q22xx8S!G. ~25!
Use Tq(x,x)52TFq
(V)(x,x), and divide the polarized cros
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asymmetry for Drell-Yan lepton angular distribution,







where (q runs over all quark and antiquark flavors. If w
suppress the sum over quark flavors, as what was don
Refs.@7,8#, the asymmetryAN in Eq. ~26! is reduced to the
AN
(BMT) in Eq. ~5!.
With three partons from the polarized hadron, the gene
Feynman diagram in Fig. 2 can have both soft-gluon as w
as soft-quark poles@3#. Because of the infrared behavior o
soft gluons, the soft-gluon poles from the general diagram
Fig. 2 can be either a single pole, like the 1/(x22x11 i e) in
Eq. ~20!, or a double pole, such as 1/(x22x11 i e)
2. The
single pole leads to a dependence onT(x,x) while the
double pole results into the derivative termxdT(x,x)/dx.
For example, consider a diagram in Fig. 4, which gives
higher order correction to the Drell-Yan single transver
spin asymmetry if the photon is virtual. If the photon is re
it gives a leading order contribution to the single transver
spin asymmetry in prompt photon production@3#. In light-
cone gauge, this diagram potentially has a double soft-gl
pole: one from the gluon propagator and the other from
gluon attached to the polarized hadron. However, in gene
one of the two potential poles might be canceled by a v
ishing numerator. But, if the outgoing gluon in Fig. 4 h
nonvanish transverse momentum, both soft poles could
vive and lead to a double soft-gluon pole@3#.
However, the potential double poles never survive at
lowest order single transverse-spin asymmetry in the Dr
Yan angular distribution calculated in this paper. Consi

























1 in Eq. ~16! from the gluon attached to
the polarized hadron in light-cone gauge. In terms of
generalized factorization theorem@3,11#, momenta of all par-
tons entering the partonic short-distance hard parts have
components collinear to their respective hadron mome
For the leading order Drell-Yan process, the incoming qu
and antiquark lines in Fig. 3 have to be contracted w
1/2g•p and 1/2g•p8 to ensure the twist-3 contributions an
color gauge invariance at this twist. Any other combinati
will result into power suppressed corrections@14#. Because
the indexs in Fig. 3 is transverse in light-cone gauge, t
1/2g•p8 from the twist-2 antiquark line eliminates th
g•p8 term of the quark propagator, and leaves the parto
contribution proportional to (x22x1)/(x22x11 i e). The
vanishing numerator factor (x22x1) cancels the potentia
1/(x22x1) pole from the incoming gluon, and leaves a sing
soft-gluon pole. The derivative term in Eq.~3! was obtained
because the authors did not contract the incoming quark
antiquark lines with the 1/2g•p and 1/2g•p8. For a detailed
discussion on this issue from the perspective of gauge ve
~n! independence, see Ref.@9#.
III. ASYMMETRY DERIVED IN A COVARIANT GAUGE
In deriving the single transverse-spin asymmetry in
Drell-Yan angular distribution in the last section, we ke
explicit electromagnetic current conservation. In order to t
the color gauge invariance of our result, we present a d
vation of the same asymmetry in a color covariant gauge
this section.
Similar to our calculation in light-cone gauge, we sta
with the general decomposition in Eq.~12!, and a complete
set of partonic Feynman diagrams at the order ofO(gaem
2 ) in
Fig. 3. Due to the change of the gauge, one difference is
the gluon fieldAs(y2
2) in the matrix elementTq
s(x1 ,x2 ;sT)
is no longer dominated by its transverse components.
stead, the leading contribution of the gluon field is from t
component parallel to the direction of its momentum,As
}ps @16#. Therefore, we can get the leading contributi







In order to convert theA1(y2
2) to the corresponding field
strengthF1r(y2
2), we need to give the gluon field a sma





With the gluon carrying a small transverse momentu
kT , the hadronic tensorW
mn(Q) in Eq. ~12! has a slightly
different expression,
ft-8-5
DANIËL BOER AND JIANWEI QIU PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 034008Wmn~Q!5(
q
eq
2E dx1dx2E d2kTTq~x1 ,x2 ,kT ;sT!
3E dx8q̄~x8!Hmn~x1 ,x2 ,kT ,x8;Q!, ~28!
where(q runs over all quark and antiquark flavors. The hadronic matrix elementTq(x1 ,x2 ,kT ;sT) is defined as













































rkThe partonic partHmn(x1 ,x2 ,kT ,x8;Q) is again given by the
four Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3, except the incoming glu
momentum is now (x22x1)p1kT , and the gluon polariza
tion s is contracted withps.
In order to extract the twist-3 contributions from the
diagrams, we need to get one power ofkT from the partonic
part to convert the gluon fieldA1 in the matrix element into










The first term in the above expansion corresponds to
eikonal line contribution to the twist-2 quark distributio
The second term in Eq.~30! is responsible for the twist-3
contribution, while the remaining terms correspond to ev
higher twist contributions.
Substituting the second term of the above expansion
Eq. ~28!, and integrating over*d2kT , we obtain the twist-3




2E dx1dx2TFq~V!~x1 ,x2!E dx8q̄~x8!
3F i2p ersTnn̄ ]]kTr HmnUkT50G , ~31!
where the twist-3 correlation functionTFq
(V)(x1 ,x2) is given in
Eq. ~4!. Therefore, calculating the twist-3 short-distance co
tribution is equivalent to extracting the terms linear inkT
from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3 with incoming glu
momentum (x22x1)p1kT .
As in the previous section, we calculate the short-dista
partonic contributions to the asymmetry in two steps.
first evaluate the contributions from the diagrams in Fi





















Again, the contributions from these two diagrams do n
respect electromagnetic current conservation, and are ex
the same as what we calculated in the light-cone gau
Therefore, we need to find the other half of the contributio
from the diagrams in Figs. 3~c! and 3~d!.
In a covariant gauge, the gluon polarization indexs in
Fig. 3 is contracted withps. For the two diagrams in Figs
3~c! and 3~d!, the gluon interaction vertices are directly co
nected to the incoming quark lines, which are to be co
tracted with 1/2g•p. Naively, we would conclude tha
contributions from these two diagrams vanish beca
ps@gs1/2g•p#}p
250. But, due to the vanishing denomina
tor of the quark propagators of these two diagrams, we a
ally have a ‘‘0/0’’ situation for the contributions of these tw
diagrams.
Same as in the light-cone gauge, these two diagrams h
not only twist-3 contributions but also long-distance twist
contributions. In order to extract the correct twist-3 contrib
tions from these two diagrams in covariant gauge, consid
simple and generic diagram in Fig. 5, where the incom







































SINGLE TRANSVERSE-SPIN ASYMMETRY IN THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 034008quark of momentumx1p is on mass-shell, and the gluon
momentumk→(x22x1)p1kT . The contribution from this
generic diagram can be written as
H[TrFM ~x1p1k! ig•~x1p1k!~x1p1k!21 i e ~2 igs!g•~x1p!Gps,
~33!
whereM represents the blob in Fig. 5. Since we are int
ested in the twist-3 contribution in a covariant gauge,
need only the terms linearly proportional tokT ,











In deriving the first line in Eq.~34!, we dropped akT
2 in the
denominator and thekT dependence inM, because they cor
respond to twist-4 or higher contributions.
Following this approach, we derive the twist-3 contrib






~c1d!52gS 1x22x11 i e D FgrmS 2 p8x2 D
n
3d~Q22x2x8S!1gr
nS 2 p8x1 D
m
3d~Q22x1x8S!G . ~35!
By adding all twist-3 contributions of the four diagrams






52gS 1x22x11 i e D FgrmS px82 p8x2 D
n
3d~Q22x2x8S!1gr
nS px82 p8x1 D
m
3d~Q22x1x8S!G , ~36!
which clearly respects electromagnetic current conservat
By substituting Eq.~36! into Eq. ~31!, and contracting
with the leptonic tensorLmn , we derive the same polarize
Drell-Yan cross section in Eq.~25! and the same asymmetr
in Eq. ~26! in a color covariant gauge. Therefore, we c
conclude that our result in Eq.~26! for the single transverse
spin asymmetry in the Drell-Yan lepton angular distributi
not only respects electromagnetic gauge invariance, but






IV. NUMERICAL ESTIMATE AND CONCLUSIONS
In order to estimate the numerical size of the sing
transverse-spin asymmetry in the Drell-Yan lepton angu
distribution in Eq.~26!, we need to know the size and sign
the twist-3 quark-gluon correlation functionsTFq
(V)(x,x).
Fortunately, the same twist-3 quark-gluon correlati
functions TFq
(V)(x,x) appear in a number of other sing
transverse-spin asymmetries@3,6#. In principle, self-
consistency of the twist-3 correlation functions in differe
physical observables is a test of QCD and its factorizat
theorems beyond the leading twist physics.
In Ref. @6#, single transverse-spin asymmetries in ha
ronic pion production were calculated in perturbative QC
in terms of the same generalized factorization theorem
was used in this paper. The same twist-3 quark-gluon co
lation functionsTFq
(V)(x,x) dominate the leading contribution
to the asymmetries. Although the existing data on pion asy
metries have relatively low pion transverse momenta,
general features of the data are naturally explained by
theoretical formulas@6#. By comparing the theoretical calcu
lations with the existing data on the difference betweenp1
and p2 asymmetries, it seems that the twist-3 correlati
functionTFu
(V)(x,x) for valence up quark has an opposite si
to TFd
(V)(x,x) for valence down quark. In addition, a positiv
TFu
(V)(x,x) is favored.
If we adopt the model introduced in Ref.@6# for the
twist-3 quark-gluon correlation functions,
TFq
~V!~x,x!'kql q~x! ~37!
with ku51152kd , ks50, andl;100 MeV, we estimate
the single transverse-spin asymmetry in the Drell-Yan lep
angular distribution as follows. Taking the anglef;90°, we
have the angular dependence,
Usin 2u sinf11cos2 u U<0.7. ~38!
Because the valence up quark is about twice the vale
down quark, and the fractional charge squareeu
254/9 is a














where the minus sign is due to the definitionTq(x,x)5
2TFq
(V)(x,x). Because of the assumption,kū50 @6#, we have
only one term in the numerator in Eq.~39! in comparison
with the two terms in the denominator. The 2 in the seco






































DANIËL BOER AND JIANWEI QIU PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 034008denominator are equal for proton-proton collision. Taking
maximum value from the angular dependence in Eq.~38!, we
estimate that the magnitude of the asymmetry in Eq.~26! can





For l;100 MeV, we have AN of about 3.5% at Q
52 GeV, and 1.75% atQ54 GeV, where we chose theQ
values to be just below and above theJ/c resonance. Con
sidering that RHIC’s sensitivity to double transverse-s
asymmetries in Drell-Yan is at the percent level@18#, these
values for the single transverse-spin asymmetry might
detectable.
The numerical values for the single transverse-spin as
metry in Drell-Yan lepton angular distribution are sma
which is consistent with the fact that the single transver
spin asymmetries are a twist-3 effect. For any inclusive
servables, like the Drell-Yan cross section discussed here
asymmetries should be of the order ofLQCD/Q with Q being
the energy exchange of the collisions. However, the sin
transverse-spin asymmetries can be large for observabl
certain phase space where the twist-2 contributions
steeply falling, and the twist-3 contributions get a kinema
enhancement due to the derivative term@6#.
We would like to contrast our small asymmetry estima
with those of Ref.@4#, which find large asymmetry value















production asymmetries. A future measurement of the siz
the asymmetry can therefore clearly distinguish between
model predictions of@4# ~asymmetries between 20% an
40% for the wholexF range! and the estimates presente
here.
In conclusion, we have calculated the single transver
spin asymmetry for the Drell-Yan lepton-pair’s angular d
tribution in perturbative QCD. We found that our result
leading order in the strong coupling constant, given in E
~26!, is consistent with what was derived in Ref.@8#, but
different from what was found in Ref.@7#. We derived our
result in both color light-cone and covariant gauges wh
keeping explicit electromagnetic current conservation. W
a model of the twist-3 correlation function, our calculat
asymmetry predicts both the sign and magnitude of
asymmetry.
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